MEDITERRANEAN   CIVILIZATION   AFTER   THE   INVASIONS
sight die catastrophe seems enormous; so enormous that the fall
of Romulus has been regarded as beginning a second act of the
world-drama. But if we examine it more closely it seems less
important.
For the Emperor still had a legal existence. He had abdicated
nothing of his sovereignty. The old fiction of the allies was main-
tained. And the new upstarts themselves acknowledged his primacy.
The Anglo-Saxons alone ignored him. For die others he was
still a pre-eminent sovereign. Theodoric governed in his name.
The Burgundian king Sigismond wrote to him in 516-518: Vester
quidem est populus meus.1 Clovis prided himself upon receiving the
tide of consul.2 No one ventured to assume the tide of Emperor;3
there was no Emperor in the West before Charlemagne. Constan-
tinople remained the capital of this complex, and to Constantinople
the Visigoth, Ostrogoth and Vandal kings appealed, as the arbiter
of their disputes. The Empire subsisted, in law, as a sort of
mystical presence; in fact—and this is much more important—it
was "Romania" that survived.
3. The Germans in "Romania"
In reality, "Romania" had lost very little: a strip of frontier in
the north, and Great Britain, where the Anglo-Saxons had taken
the place of the more or less Romanized Britains, many of whom
migrated to Brittany. The portion lost in the North4 may be
'estimated by comparing the old Rhine-Danube limes with the
present linguistic frontier between die Germanic and Latin lan-
guages. There Germania had gained upon die Empire.
x Lettres de Sdnt-Avit, ed. pbiper, m.g.h.ss.antiq., vol. VI3, p. 100.
a GREGORY 0* TOURS, Hist. Fr<MC., H, 38.
3	Even Odoacer did not dare to do so, and this proves that schmidt is
mistaken in believing that Alaric andWallia wished to replace the Roman by
a Germanic Empire. All those Germans who were strong enough—-Ricimer,
etc.—appointed Roman puppets as Emperors. Odoacer was die first to
abandon this practice and acknowledge th^ Emperor in Constantinople.
4	]p. lot, Les Invasions, p. 128, estimates that it was one*seventhfc>f Gaul.
It should be noted that ft did not comprise any region of essential importance.
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